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Unfortunately, lifestyles within the Rubber Room isn't to I Didn't Fly Over... I Landed in It
develop into moment nature for Richard Ulysses Lion. His precise lucky nature, however, is that
of being overly cocky, mischievous, and enjoyable loving at heart. He weaves a wildly variable
story during the unevenly woven pages of his own journal. A magazine that's chock-full of loopy
adventures, and randomly packed with many strange and rancid the wall incidents.It is his Uncle
Cletus who refers him to the kingdom psychological establishment a.k.a. The Howard Hughes
lodge and who leaves him with those words... "It's a loopy global in there, Richard. although
them parents in that position could know the way to play loopy eights, think me, none of them
are fidgeting with an entire deck of cards."Richard not just performs his I Didn't Fly Over... I
Landed in It playing cards correct as he confronts the various hardships that come besides
institutional life, he'll additionally come to know, respect, and feature a real crisis for the people
who're dwelling there.But as destiny could have it Richard himself is dealt a foul hand
throughout the onslaught of his many seizures to come. Richard's organic time clock is slowly
ticking away.His tale isn't really intended to be considered one of ridicule, belittlement, or
making fun. Richard's tale is intended basically to catch and liberate the funny aspect of human
nature itself.
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